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Gays criticize
UPD for lack
of response
Campus police refused tofile hate-crime
report on homophobic graffiti, gays claim
BY MARIA C. ROSE

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

The initial refusal of the University Police Department to file
a hate-crime report for anonymous anti-gay graffiti found in a
Spartan Complex men’s bathroom called into question the
way UPD decides to file reports,
a university employee said.
UPD was called to Spartan
Complex Friday night when
members of GALA found anti gay graffiti written on the
restroom walls and stall.
Kevin Johnson, a staff member at graphic services, said the
graffiti violated his civil rights.
According to Johnson, Sgt.
Jim Renelle initially refused to
file a hate-crime report when
asked to do so by responding
Officer Bach Tran at Johnson’s
request.
"Kill Gays" and "Death to
Faggot" were two of the comments found in the restroom,

the UPD report stated.
According to the UPD report,
the graffiti appeared to be old.
When asked by officers if the
comments were specifically
addressed to him, Johnson said
no.
Another graffiti message read:
"Acting gaylike can decrease
odds of having quality health,
right?" according to Johnson.
There were also other anti-gay
remarks.
According to the UPD report,
Officer Tan returned with a
spray cleaner to clean the
marked-up wall.
Only when a Spartan Daily
photographer and reporter
arrived on the scene did the officers decide to take a report,
Johnson said.
"Initially refusing to file the
report and trying to make it disappear are reprehensible John-

Kids, adults take off with
’Flights of Fantasy’
PHOTOGRAPHS BY PAM EAGAN

Above: Tommy, left, and Jan Bednarz of Los Gatos practice to be future
SJSU aviation students during Saturday’s open house. Jan is fascinated
by planes and loves playing pilot in this helicopter.
Right: Gong Chen, right, a human performance assistant professor, and
his daughter, Carol, try out a cockpit simulator.

See GRAFFITI, Page 6

SJSU’s political science department
awards students with scholarships
BY AMOS FABIAN
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

The political science department will provide $2,000 to two
students to attend the "Sacramento Semester:’ according to
political science Professor Larry
Gerston.
He said the scholarships,
known as the second annual
Tom Truax Scholarship Awards,
will allow students to gain credits while working in state government and attending CSU
Sacramento.
The scholarship is named
after Tom Truax, an SJSU graduate and a former California State
legislator, who was killed in a
plane crash approximately two
years ago, said Ronald Sylvia,
chairman of the political science
department.
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Open house launches Homecoming

Gerston said there are "few
opportunities for students to
become immersed in the political process the way this program
provides!’
Stephen Van Beek, political
science associate professor, said
the program runs during the
spring semester from Jan. 27,
1993 to middle or late May.
Although it is open to all majors,
only upper-division students
may apply, he said.
The students are selected by
Gerston, Van Beek, a past student participant in the program
and a representative from the
Tom Truax Foundation, Van
Beek said.
Van Beek said each participant works as an intern. Intern -

BY DEBRA MYERS

Spartan Daily Stan Writer

Popcorn, parachutes and
paper airplanes are the stuff
dreams were made of for some of
the kids at Saturday’s "Flights of
Fantasy" open house.
"They let you go in the
planes:’ said Steven Beauchamp,
8, after touring the antique
planes and Boeing 727 on display
at the aviation department’s facility at the San Jose International
Airport. "I went in the big plane
and looked around:’ Beauchamp
said.
Matthew Herrtnann, also 8,
was excited about the hands-on
experience. "We were just moving some gears." Herrmann said
his favorite part was riding in the

and
1 lei rmann
helicopter.
Beauchamp both agreed that
when they grow up they want to
be pilots. What do they want to
fly? Jets, of course.
SJSU alumna Jill Cody
brought her son and his best
friend, both of whom are very
serious about being pilots. "For
them, at 10, to have this kind of
experience is fabulous:’ Cody
said. "As a mother, I’m gathering
information to help direct them!’
Cody earned a bachelor’s
degree in recreation administration and a master’s degree in
public administration and currently works for the city of San
Jose’s recreation department
where she heard about the event.
"If you open this up to children,

it can excite and give them a
vision," she said.
The flight simulators were a
favorite attraction for lan Wilson, 8, who said, "They’re neat. It
wa.s fun because I got to move
the stick around:’ Wilson’s sister
Nora, 6, gave a big smile and
a
round-and -round
made
motion with her finger.
Kids also learned different
techniques for making paper airplanes with the help of students
in the Recreation Student Association. Once the wings, tails and
cockpits were in place, the flight
contests began.
On a piece of airstrip just outside the department, several aircrafts were on display. "I’m the
cockpit person," said Kevin

Jakey, an aviation department
alumnus who graduated in May.
"I sit up front and answer questions:’ Jakey showed off the buttons and switches in SJSU’s Boeing 727 donated to the aviation
department by United Airlines
last year. Jakey said the plane was
built in 1964, was United’s 15th
727 and has flown more than 2.5
million passengers.
While showing kids the plane,
Jakey said that even five months
after graduation, he is still looking for a job. "I got applications
and resumes out all over the
world, but the market is dry right
now:’ he said, citing the closures
of Pan Am and Eastern.
See FUTURE FLIERS, Page 8

See AWARDS, Page 8

College of Business struggles to adjust,
find alternatives to SJSU’s budget crunch
BY MATT SMITH
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

DAVID M MARSHALL
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About 20 people rode the six-mile route around San Jose Saturday to show support
for pro -bike legislation. The first annual rally was sponsored by the SJSU Greens Club.

Campus Greens plan for 1996, discuss values
BY RACHEI LUTHER
Tartan Daily
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The SJSU Green Party
started last year along with
the statewide petition drive,
but failed to stay in existence. "We tried to revive it
at the end of last semester:’
said Mike Harshbarger, acting president and a junior

majoring in environmental
studies. "We gave birth to it,
and I was the midwife," he
said.
The local Green Party,
along with the SJSU chapter,
met on Saturday at Plaza
Park in downtown San Jose
to discuss Measure A and
party values. "We’re (S1SU’s

Campus Greens) basically
the same organization as last
year’s, but with a future
focus:’ Harshbarger said. "If
we want to get elected in
1996, we need to start in
1992!’
,See RALLY, Page

In the organization and management department of SJSU’s Business
College, five faculty members were
laid off this summer. That would
have closed nine sections of classes,
said Burton Dean, chairman of the
department.
But with money returned to the
department, loaned against the 40
percent fee increase, three instructors were able to return.
The net loss to the department
was two faculty members and three
courses, Dean said.
The number of classes offered to
students was reduced when SJSU’s
colleges were informed in September that their allocations would
decrease due to an 8.8 percent budget cut the entire campus has sustained. Expecting the 40 percent fee
increase to pass, colleges took
money from funds that were earmarked for other purposes, and
they were able to reinstate classes
and rehire employees who had been
previously laid off. They will be able
to replenish those funds when stu-

dents pay their fee increases this
week.
"Typically, these cuts are
absorbed by the college Dean said.
"These are additional expenses
which have to be borne, and therefore to a student, are equivalent to
canceled classes:’
As with other colleges within the
university, faculty members have
been lost to more than just budget
cuts. The early-retirement incentive
program, also known as the Golden
Handshake, took one full-time
instructor and one part-time
instructor from the organization
and management department.
These two employees were not
replaced.
In the department of marketing
and quantitative studies, only one
employee was lost to the Golden
Handshake program. The employee
opted for the program about a week
before classes started, but the classes
she would have taught have been
covered by other instructors in the
department.
"We were able to find good
replacements:’ said Richard Werbel,

This is the seventh in it series ofstories about how SIet. colleges are
dealing with the budget crisis.
chairman of the department.
Seniority is a factor in deciding
who will be laid off because of budgetary problems.
One "very good temporary
employee" was laid off due to budget cuts from the organization and
management department who had
less than six years of teaching experience, Werbel said.
Werbel said part-time faculty
members, in addition to that fulltime faculty member, have been
hindered in their ability to serve the
students.
"It has been significant. We’ve
had to cut back on our part-time
faculty:’ he said.
With the reduction in the
amount of faculty members work See BUDGET, Page 3
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Early retirement program
timing i s completely off
Classes are distrupted with
the retiring ofteachers in the
middle ofthe semester
absence of professors
The
midway through the
semester will come as quite
a shock to students who
have become comfortable with their
current instructor. No one wants a
substitute.
But the realities of the state’s fiscal
problems have forced CSU
administrators to implement an early
retirement program, often called the
Golden Handshake. The program
took effect Oct. 3 for faculty, and Oct.
31 for staff.
Under the terms of the handshake,
faculty and staff who have a certain
prescribed amount of service, and
have reached retirement age, can
increase the amount of their
pensions. This is done based on a
formula that would give them an
extended amount of service
compared to what they actually put
in.
The initial reasoning for the
Golden Handshake was to save class
sections, preserve faculty diversity,

and save the system as much as $50
million over an extended three year
period.
Although legislation was passed
allowing instructors to continue
teaching their classes on a volunteer
basis, the faculty union opposes the
prinicpal of such a move.
Some retiring members had
intended to work the whole school
year but opted to take the Golden
Handshake to help the university
system through the budget crunch.
But the solution to the budget
problems should not be found in
retiring the staff and faculty.
Solutions should be found in other
ways.
Early retirement for some
excellent professors hurts students, as
well as the university. It also disrupts
the flow of education, especially
when it comes in the middle of a
semester, as it does in this case.
If retiring faculty is the only
solution available, the CSU system
should do it so that it is not done in
the middle of the semester, when it
unnecessarily interferes with courses
and classes, leaving students and
new, part-time faculty confused and
struggling to fill the vacuum.

Letters to the editor
what, folks, these Empowerment guys
Media propaganda
did.
Score: Collaboration/conspiracy
Once again the Spartan Daily has theories 1; reader intelligence 0.
To not only report on such garbage,
become a vehicle to advance an ultraliberal agenda. I refer to the page-one but to make it front page "news" is to
"story" of the Sept. 30 edition con- legitimize it, and the editors of the
cerning the work of art done on Oper- Daily know this. Were the film’s owners glad to see the Daily article? You
ation Just Cause.
To enlighten readers who may have better believe they were, especially
missed this news-making, page-one finding out they made page one. Show
worthy article, a group which calls times were listed, the theater address
itself "The Empowerment Project" was given gotta get over there and
has created its interpretation of events spend the $6.50 to see this thing!
It was real people that died in Panaleading up to and during the 1989 U.S.
ma, it was real property that was
liberation of Panama.
The timing of all this must be taken destroyed. And the American people
into account. One: the film’s "limited do know what ultimately resulted
engagement" begins less than five from Operation Just Cause: a criminal
weeks before the election of Nov. 3. and his hooligans were brought to jusSecond: the very day that the article tice and a country was given back to
appears in the Spartan Daily, a clearly- its people.
Alas, the Spartan Daily’s front page
marked,well-advertised
Clinton/Boxer/Feinstein et al. table set coverage of propaganda that states the
up in front of the Student Union has a media worked with the American
pile of the film’s official fliers for all to government to deceive and misinform
take. The flier declares, and I quote, is probably the greatest collaboration
that the "documentary" explains: of all.
"how and why the mainstream media
collaborated with the U.S. government to censor information and
deceive the American public:’ The
reporters, photographers, and camAndrew C. LeBlanc
eramen of the United States press
Sophomore, Industrial Tech.
didn’t get the story right. But guess
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ED FOWLER - SPARLAN DAILY

Fur Elise, a recurring recital nightmare
on stage. Man, it’s
bright. Is this a piano? It
I’m
doesn’t look right. The
keys all look the same.
It’s too quiet. Eyes in the dark.
They’re waiting for me. I’m
stuck on that tricky midsection of FOr Elise when you
actually use more than two
fingers at once. I’m in a loop,
playing it over and over,
hoping for escape to the end.
Panic. I’m scared. I want to go
home. I’m gonna ... Aahhhhh!
Oh. It’s only a bad dream.
I’m OK. I’m OK.
Must have been some
dream, though. My ears still
clang with that obnoxious FOr
Elise. That’s funny. Am I going
mad, or is it no, not that
again gadzooks, it is. Worse
than a nightmare, more frightening than Donny Osmond
going heavy metal, able to
make hundreds of students
cringe with a single note. It’s

awful , it’s repetitive, it’s the
chimes from Tower Hell.
Why? Why can’t they play
anything else? Anything but
the most irritating piece in the
history of irritating pieces that
you learn when you’re 5 and
spend the next 20 years trying
to forget. I’m surprised the ivy
vines haven’t shriveled up and
blown away from the agony by
now.
I’m realistic, really I am. I
realize the days are gone of a
human chime player with a little originality and a vast repertoire of not-overplayed music.
I realize SJSU is strapped
financially, but do they have to
remind us of it every hour with
garage-sale classical music, reused and abused? It’s like an
old ratty pair of shoes, the only
ones you have and the hole in
the big toe nags at you every
step you take, reminding you
that you’re broke and pathetic.

For the sake of the school,
yea for the very sanity of students and the sanctity of a
superior learning environment, please, oh great gods the
ivy tower, change that CD.
At least try flipping it over,
maybe there’s something on
the other side you didn’t even
know about.
Do it for me. I’m afflicted
with these chimes all the time.
I live just across the street from
SJSU, about 500 yards from
Tower Hall and the chimes
even play on Saturday mornings at 8 a.m. for crying out
loud. Nobody’s on campus
then except those guys with
leaf blowers or somebody
practicing Tae Kwon Do. They
don’t want to hear this stuff. I
know. I’ve asked them.
It’s up to the students, apathetic as we may be about fee
hikes and voting, here’s some
action to take for a good cause.

Angela Hill

World On My
Shoulder Pads
Give to the Buy-Tower-Hall -a New-CD Fund, care of J. Handel Evans.
Help stop those recurring
recital nightmares. Get me off
that stage.

Angela lhll is a
Daily staff columnist.
Ikr columns appear
every Tuesday.

Writer, Jewish Student Union miss mark
nwrica is a land of
victims and it is a
land
of
heroes.
Victims are those
men and women who have
been and are oppressed.
Heroes
are those who
overcome the adversity and
fight to succeed. George
Washington is a hero for
leading the fight against
subjugation by the British.
Abraham Lincoln is a hero for
leading the fight against
slavery and for the unification
of our great country. Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. is a
hero for leading the fight
against the subjugation of all
people by their own.
We as a country used to celebrate our heroes, for they
stand as symbols of what
America can and should be. As
we charge on, into our Brave
New World, however, we have
begun to forsake our heroes.
Instead, we choose to celebrate
the victims, who by the nature
of their claims have become
the symbols of what America
is. We ask not that their claims
even be substantiated.
Unfortunately, this trend
has now hit San lose State. As
two recent articles in the Daily
have shown, it seems that some
members of the Jewish Student
Union have begun to feel the
need for "victim" status. I
think it is important, though,
that we find out if they really
are victims, or if they are just
crying out for attention. I think
we’ll find the latter to be true.
As most people know,
SISU’s Homecoming is this
week. Many fun and exciting
events are planned for students, for the entire week.
Unfortunately, the first day of
the International Food Bazaar

is the same day as the "holiest
day on the Jewish calendar
(Spartan Daily, 9-25-92);’ Yom
Kippur. It is the International
Food Bazaar which has drawn
the ire of some members of the
Jewish Student Union.
While some members of the
JSU have called the scheduling
of this event insensitive and
inconsiderate, even suggesting
that the Homecoming Committee is anti-semitic, they
have failed to tell the entire
truth.
I find the JSU to be misguided in blaming the Homecoming Committee for the
scheduling of the weeks events.
Ms. Peters, in her Sept. 25 article, correctly stated the Homecoming Committee has no
influence on the date of Homecoming Week. In his Writer’s
Forum (10-01-92), however,
Amos Fabian was wrong in
assuming that the Homecoming Committee could simply
check the calendar and avoid
the "mismatch:’ Scheduling of
home games is done by the Big
West Conference. The date of
the Homecoming game is
mandated by the Athletic
Department. It then becomes
the Homecoming Committee’s
responsibility to fill the week
with events in which we hope
as many students as possible
will participate.
The JSU claims Jewish students are being discriminated
against because of the scheduling of the International Food
Bazaar. Before we begin to
denigrate the Homecoming
Committee, however, I believe
we need to ask some questions
and examine all of the facts.
First, we need to find out why
they are truly upset. Is it
because they, while observing

Yom Kippur, will not be able to
have a booth for this event? Or,
is it because they will not be
able to participate in the sampling of foods from all around
the world?
In answering the first question, we must take a look at
history. We must ask whether
there is a history of Jewish Student Union participation in
this event. According to the
International Food Bazaar
Coordinator Manuel Alexandre, there is not. Further
research shows that while the
JSU was given the same opportunity as all clubs and organizations on campus, it failed to
attend any of the ASIC meetings in which the food bazaar
was discussed.
Instead of taking their concerns to the proper place, the
JSU has attempted to discredit
the Homecoming Committee
in the press, one week before
the event is scheduled to occur.
Because the food bazaar is a
fund raising event for student
groups, it is necessary that it be
held as a two day event. If the
ISU had gone to the ASIC,
while we may not have been
able to cancel the food bazaar,
we would have been able to
make arrangements so that we
could accommodate the needs
of the JSU.
Other events which take
place during Homecoming
Week include the Club
Day/Carnival on Tuesday. As
of Friday afternoon, the JSU
had not confirmed that it
would be able to participate in
the event. What this means is
that the JSU is not sure that it
will be able to get four members of its club to staff a carnival booth. In light of this, we
must question the dedication

Tim Danziger

Campus Viewpoint
of the JSU to participate in
Homecoming events.
The second question we
must consider is whether the
JSU is upset that because its
members will be fasting, they
will not be able to share in the
foods from around the world.
It is true that on Wednesday
they will not be able to, however, as I stated earlier, this is a
two-day-event. The International Food Bazaar will not
only be held on Wednesday,
but will be held on Thursday,
as well. This will allow members of the JSU who observe
Yom Kippur to also participate
in the food bazaar.
The title for Mr. Fabian’s
Forum said that this "mismatch" was an inconvenience
for Jewish students. I think he
missed the mark.
At least his organization, the
JSU, will be able to participate
on Thursday. As unfortunate as
it is, night students may not get
to participate at all. It is important to remember that the goal
of the Homecoming Committee was to find events which
allowed as many students as
possible to participate, and I
think the Committee has done
a fine job.
Being a victim is far easier
than trying to work within the
system. By its actions, the ISU
has proved that.
Tim Danziger
A.A. Homecoming Vice-Chair
Senior,Communication Studies
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Today
AIESEC: General meeting, 5:30 6:30 p.m., BC 208, call 363-9843.
A.S. HOMECOMING COMMITTEE: Carnival, club day, 9 a.m. - 3
p.m., dirt lot, corner of 7th and San
Carlos Streets, call 924-6243.
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: American Dream Comedy Team, noon,
corner of 7th
and San Carlos
Streets, call 924-6261.
ASPB HOMECOMING LIVE:
American Dream Comedy Team,
noon, SU Amphitheatre, call 9246261.
BAPTIST
STUDENT
MINISTRIES: Lifestyle meeting, noon 1 p.m., and 6 - 7 p.m., SU Pacheco
Room, call 723-0500.
AND
PLANNING
CAREER
PLACEMENT: Resume 1, 12:30
p.m., SU Almaden Room; Career
planning group, 2 - 4 p.m., sign up
in BC 13; Northern telecom employer presentation, 12:30 - 2 p.m., SU
Guadalupe Room; On-campus interview preparation, 1:45 p.m., SU
Costanoan Room, call 924-6033.
CREDENTIAL OFFICE: Single
subject credential group advisement, 3 p.m., SH 344, call 924-3757.
ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE
CENTER: Indian American Series;
California Indians today - the
struggle for recognition, noon - 1
p.m., SU Amphitheatre, call 9245467.
MECHA: General meeting, 5 p.m
Chicano Resource Center, call 9248987.
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS:
Meeting, 12:30 - 1:20 p.m., Admin.
222B, call 251-5430.
PRE-DENTAL CLUB: General
meeting, 1:30 p.m., DH 352, call 9244900.
SJSU CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT: Seminar, 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.,
DH 250, call 924-2525.
SJSU SKI CLUB: Meeting, 7:30
p.m., SU Umunhum Room, call 7789250.
SJSU SYMPHONY AND CHAMBER ORCHESTRA: Concert, 7:30
p.m., Music Dept. Concert Hall, call
924-4639.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student galleries art receptions, 6 8 p.m., Art bldg. student galleries,
call 924-4330;

TEE: Food Bazaar, 9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.,
dirt lot, corner of 7th and San Carlos
Streets, call 924-6243.
A.S. HOMECOMING COMMITTEE: Movie night, 9 p.m., Morris
Dailey Auditorium, call 924-6243.
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: SpartAerobics, 4:30 - 530 p.m., Event
Center Aerobics room, call 9245960.
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Concert -Monks of Doom, noon, SU
Amphitheatre,call 924-6243.
BOARD:
PROGRAM
A.S.
Wednesday Nite Cinema, "The
Wall," 9 p.m., SU Ballroom, call 9246261.
BLACK GRADUATION COMMITTEE: General meeting, 5 p.m.,
WLC, second floor near LOP office,
call 279-3381.
AND
PLANNING
CAREER
PLACEMENT: National Semiconpresentation,
employer
ductor
12:30 - 2 p.m., SU Guadalupe Room;
Making a job fair work for you, 1:30
p.m., SU Almaden Room; On -campus interview preparation, 12:30
p.m., SU Costanoan Room, call 9246033.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Exploring the Catholic Faith,
7 - 8:30 p.m., Campus Ministry Center, call 298-0204.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CLUB:
Meeting, 2:30 p.m., SH 412, call (510)
791-0850.
DECEMBER GRADS IN CHILD
DEVELOPMENT: Meeting, 2:30
p.m., SH 412, call 749-9036.
CLUB:
FANTASY/STRATEGY
Call of Cthulhu, 6 p.m., SU Almaden
Room, call 293-0783.
AND
LESBIAN
GALA-GAY,
BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Speaker,
national coming out day, 4:30 - 6:30
p.m., SU Guadelupe Room, call 2362002.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Brown bag lunch, noon 1:30 p.m., SU Pacheco Room, call
924-5930.
S.A.F.E.R.: Meeting and slide
show, 4 p.m., Washington Square
Hall 115, call 924-5468.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student galleries art exhibitions 10
a.m. -4 p.m. Art building, 924-4330.
SJS COLLEGE REPUBLICANS:
Meeting, 2:30 p.m., SU Pacheco
Room, call 247-0642.

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Lecture series Invitation to a Zulu
wedding’ by Marilyn Wyman, 5 - 6
p.m., call 924-4328.

CALIFORNIA
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION:
TEACHER’S
Meeting, noon- 350 p.m., SH lobby,
call 924-3738.

SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS: General meeting, 12:30 1:30 p.m., Engineering Building 221,
call 287-8863.

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE:
Health fair, 10 a.m. - 1 p.m., main
level, SU; Weight loss support
group, 3 - 4 p.m., HB 208, call 9246119

CALIFORNIA
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION:
TEACHER’S
Bake sale, noon - 2 p.m., Sweeney
Hall lobby; Meeting noon -1 p.m.,
Sweeney Hall 331, call 924-3738.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE:
Quit smoking October clink #2,
noon - 1 p.m., HR 208B, call 9246119

Wednesday 7
AL -ANON FOR FAMILIES AND
FRIENDS OF ALCOHOLICS:
Meeting, noon - 12:50 pm, AdrnIN
269, call (5101483-2084.

Thursday 8
A.S. HOMECOMING COMMITTEE: International Food Bazaar, 9
a.m. - 3:30 p.m., dirt lot at 7th and
San Carlos Streets; Yellfest, 1 p.m.,
SU Amphitheatre; Concert Jennifer
Rambles On, noon, SU Amphitheatre; Canned food drive, 10 a.m. -2
p.m., Art Quad, call 924-6243.
CALIFORNIA
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION:
TEACHER’S
Bake sale, noon - 4 p m, Sweeney
Hall lobby, Meeting noon -1 p.m.,
Sweeney Hall 331, call 924-3738.

A.S. HOMECOMING COMMITSparta( ;nide is available to SISll students, Madly and staff organizations for free IVadline iss pm, two days lx.lore public Aim Films are available at the Spartan Daily,1/1111
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Bay Bridge toll takers nervous
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) Oakland -San
Francisco
Bay
Bridge toll takers say they are nervous after two recent nighttime toll
robberies - the first since the
bridge opened in 1936.
Toll collector Fred Anderson III
said he’s stopped wearing his gold
rings to work.
"There’s fear; Anderson said.
"If it’s happened twice, it can happen three times."
Police said they believe the

stick-ups may have been committed by the same man, a suspect
described as being in his 20s or
early 30s.
In both cases, the suspect drove
a 1970s pale white sedan without
license plates. Authorities have
declined to say how much money
was taken.
The California Highway Patrol
has since stepped up presence on
the Bay Bridge, said toll Lt. Jim
Simmons.
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Environmentalists Budget: Business college cut
try to make room for bikes

attention can’t necessarily be
given to students.
Solutions for students have
been offered by the departments
as they try to come up with alternatives to large class sizes.
"One of the ways we’re trying
to lessen the impact on students is
by offering more summer and
intersessions," Werbel said. Since
these between-semester classes
are self-supporting, they are more
expensive to students. But this can
be an advantage because "they are
not affected by the state budget as
much," he said.

Pmni Page I

From page 1
Measure A is a countywide initiative that would extend a sales
tax of one-half cent over a 10-year
period. The original measure
passed in 1984 and will die off in
1994 if it is not extended. The
funds will go to countywide
transportation improvements.
"Make Room for Bikes" was
the name of the event that
brought out approximately 25
people to Plaza Park. The bicyclists rode six miles through
downtown to Plaza Park to make
their point - that alternative
transportation should be used.
"People assume driving a car is
a right; Harshbarger said. "If I
were king for a day, I would make
it more difficult to get a driver’s
license?’
Amy Stewart, a senior majoring in fine arts, showed up
because she was "concerned
about the environment and social
issues. If we don’t do anything to
save the environment, there will
be nobody left to show the social
issues to; Stewart said.
A delegate to the Green Party
state convention in July, Stewart
brought Green Party T-shirts and
buttons to the gathering.
The speaker of the day was
John Ladasky, a research biochemist for Beton Dickinson and
the editor of the San Jose Green
News. "How can we get what we
want?" Ladasky asked. "We will
endorse Measure A, but won’t
stop there. We want people with

In free speech
movement’s
birthplace, street
performer wants
right to sing
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) Add one more name to the list of
Berkeley characters: Rick Starr, a
campus crooner with a song in
his heart and a summons in his
pocket on a charge of disturbing
the peace.
The problem?
Starr’s singing is anything but
music to the sharp ears of University of California at Berkeley
administrator Thomas Ventresco.
He filed a complaint saying the
stress of working 50 yards away
from Starr’s daily serenades "is
causing me to lose sleep at night"
That review might have some
performers singing the blues, but
Starr struck a philosophical note
as he contemplated the litigious
lament.
"You’re not going to please
everybody; he said.
In fact, the bust may turn out
to be a boost, said Starr, who
treated court employees and
reporters to "Strangers in the
Night; and other show tune standards after pleading innocent in
Berkeley Municipal Court last
Wednesday.
"I want to get to Nob Hill. I
want to get to the Fairmont," he
said, referring to one of San Francisco’s swankier hotels. "That’s
my goal .., people are laughing at
me, but I’ve got to go for something"
At 6-feet -plus, his well-worn
suits and vividly patterned ties
topped by a battered fedora, the
46-year-old Starr is a familiar figure at UC-Berkeley, picking up
donations as he sings for lunch
time crowds at the center of campus.
It’s a familiar gig. As a child,
Starr said, he used to sing for
"nickels, pennies, dimes and
everything," on the streets of
Brooklyn, N.Y.
His bid for a bigger stage came
in the 1960s when he and mother
Flora Elstein - "I am his former
Hollywood
manager
and
presently his publicist-mother"
- moved to Los Angeles.
In an interview late last week,
mother and son proudly produced vintage publicity stills and
an old 45 record Starr made for a
small company, with "Mr.
Astrologer" on one side and
"Treat Her Like an Angel; on the
other.

green values on the advisory
board. And none of these things
will be possible without your
help; Ladasky said.
The Green Party on campus is
also backing Measure A which
will "spend about $2 billion on
transportation. About 73 percent
of it will go to light rail while the
rest will go to bus service and
more highway improvements,"
Harshbarger said. "We strongly
support it, but want to make sure
it lives up to its promise. Measure
A is a great first step?’
The Green Party on campus is
striving toward many goals that
are similar to those of SJSU’s Student Affiliation For Environmental Respect (SAFER).
"Their (SAFER’s) concern is
with the environment," Harshbarger said. "We don’t want to
step on their toes. Our concern is
with social justice and variety in
politics. We compliment SAFER,"
Harshbarger said.
The Campus Greens will also help
SAFER in "pushing the (SJSU)
administration to institutionalize
recycling; Harshbarger said. "The
administration isn’t interested in it
and SAFER does all newspaper recycling on campus"
Their next meeting will be Oct.
14 when nominations for offices
will be held.
"It’s a safe place for people with
green ideology to get together,
Harshbarger said. "Kermit (the
frog) was right: ’it’s not easy being
green:"

ing for the department, the number of classes available to students
has dropped. "It’s been tougher
for students to get classes; Werbel
said.
Another problem the department has to deal with is more students.
"There’s been about a 10 percent increase in class size in the
last year-and-a-half,’ Werbel said.
This can make it harder for
instructors who have to teach
these larger classes, and personal
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Attention All Students!
FREE Money is currant! y available for College Student: nationwide. Over SS Billion
in FREE Financial Aid is now available
from private sector grants Sr scholarships.
All students are eligible! We will match
you to the money that you are eligible to
receive. Applications are now being accepted. For mow information call:

ALL SHOWS ABSOLUTELY FREE, 12 NOON
in the STUDENT UNION AMPHITHEATER!
excepts

Student Financial Services
(206) 632-0920 Ext. 1,6041

)1).1’, OCT 6

FREE CONSULTATION
WITH THIS AD
AT

American Dream Comedy Team

ACNE & SCAR
TREATMENT
CENTER

corner of 7th and San Carlos

’See Acne Rawls Within Weeks

WEDNESDAY, OCT 7
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Doom
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New York
Chicago
Vancouver
Puerto Vallarla
London

Orchard Farm Plaza 6156 Bollinger Road
San Jose, CA 95129
(40131 366-13IKE(2453)-FAX 008)366-2455
M-F 9-9pmSat 9-7 -Sun 11-7

The Associated Students Program Board presents

- Undergraduates and Graduates -
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$ Financial Aid Available $

Cupertino,
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local alternative band
For more info about A S Program Board events call the
R.A.T. Line at 14081 924-6261 Funded by Associated Students
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Spartan spikers beat Irvine
BY VICTOR A. MARKOVICH, JR.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

TARS MURPHY SPARTAN DAILY

SJSU’s Jennifer Gross(#11) and Crista Koch(#2) go up for a block against an Irvine hitter Saturday night.

The SJSU women’s volleyball team defeated a
tough U.C. Irvine team, winning 15-7,15-10, 15-13,
in a Big West Conference game on Saturday.
"Tonight was a much improved match over what
we have done over the past three weeks. Much better
than the Long Beach State game(the Spartans lost
all three games to Long Beach last week)," said Spartan Head Coach John Corbelli.
"Irvine is not the caliber of a Long Beach State,
but they play very tough volleyball:’
The Spartans started off by playing aggressive
and setting the tempo for the rest of the night. Erin
Ginney, Erika MacLennan and Jennifer Liston all
had service aces en route to the Spartans winning
the first game.
The Anteaters, however, managed to score their
points on a very tough Spartan defense that only
allowed seven points.
In the second and third games the play got tighter
and the Anteaters were playing a lot better defensively.
The Spartans were up 4-0 in the second game
when Irvine went on a run to score seven straight
points and take an early 7-4 lead.
The Spartans managed to score the last six points

Mullin, Hardaway to play at Event Center on Oct. 30

and knot the game at 10-10. With a service ace by
Mindy Czuleger, and a kill by Jennifer Gross, the
Anteaters were no match for the Spartans, who won
game two 15-10.
In the third game, the Anteaters played even with
the Spartans, digging out spikes and setting themselves for anticipated dinks.
The score was tied at 13-13 when Jennifer Gross
made a kill to give the Spartans the ball again.
When Gross made the shot, Irvine’s Scotleen Risley dived for the ball. All Risley got, though, was a
cut in the eye lid requiring several stitches.
The Spartans had 53 kills and only committed 17
errors. Jennifer Gross lead the team with 14 kills,
followed by Crista Koch with 12 kills.
The Anteaters had 40 kills and committed 28
errors, and were lead by Popi Edwards with 15 kills.
With the win against Irvine the Spartans
improved to 2-3 in the Big West, 5-8 overall and
moved into sixth place in the Big West Conference.
U.C. Irvine dropped to 2-6 in the Big West and 78 overall.
The Spartans play at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
today for a 7:30 p.m. match.
The Spartans’ next home game is against Northridge State this Friday at the Event Center at 7:30
p.m.

Spartan soccer team drops two games
’Tartan Daily Stall Report

ratan Imily sun Pep..rt

NBA action comes to the SJSU
Event Center on Friday, Oct. 30 as
the Golden State Warriors take on
their 1991-92 playoff-rivals, the
Seattle Supersonics. The game will
be San Jose’s first and only preseason hoop matchup.

Led by 1992 Olympic Goldmedalist Chris Mullin and NBA
All-Star Tim Hardaway (also of
McDonald’s, "Chris and Tim
burger" fame), the Warriors have
been cultivating a hot rivalry with
Seattle for the past few years.
Last season, the Sonics
knocked the Warriors out of the

playoffs in the first round.

been sold.

This pre-season game will give
the Warriors a chance to prove
themselves before the regular season begins the following week.

The Event Center holds 4,600
people so there is a limited
amount of available seats.

The game will be broadcast on
KICU, channel 36. Tickets are
expected to go quickly. More than
a thousand tickets have already

The Spartan soccer team took only one shot and scored only
one goal en route to a 4-1 loss to host Washington Huskies soccer
team Sunday.
Matthew Ball scored the one goal for the Spartans.
The defeat came the day after a 2-0 offensive dry spell in the
rain at Oregon State University. The Spartans took only two shots
in the game. The Spartans next game will be against the Air Force
at Spartan Stadium at 2 p.m. on Sunday.

Tickets range from $13.50 to
$23.00, and can be purchased
either through the Event Center
box office or BASS.
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on sale)

C & NI BACKPACKING
Oct. 10
1-2 p.m.

Tech Talk
Technology and Entertainment

TRAVELPACKS
*Lowe
JanSport
MEI

"
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’Outdoor
*Sunglasses

BACKPACKS
JanSport
’Caribou
Eagle Creek

I was walking back to the "Swamp
from the bank downtown, when I
mine. We decided to go into this
drink. Neither of us had am horn
hour on a "Thirsty Thursday’ A fe
with a couple more friends who droi
of the fact that they didn’t have any I
my point? My point is - if you hay
there is a good time to be had dov
walk away.

481 E. San Carlos St. (next to Subway) 297-9777
iii about cel animation. special cocci.. ,Inputer animation and other techniques at the

.,Ii Museum of Innovation’s "Special lite. Is and New Media in Hite exhibits. Colossal
I ’I,
Stuart Cudlitz will present his latest work. including projects for MTV and Francis
,,ppola’s Dracula. 16 admission includes Tech Talk. The Tech is located at
I I \\ San Carlos St. For mole inimmation, call 279-7155.

Oct. 10 & 11

Shakespeare in the Park

COMMUNICATE IN COLOR

Ilnithour

La Iluasteca Tat

COLOR LASER COPIES
Attend free performances of Romeo and Juliet at I:10 p.m in St. James Park, located at
list and St James Streets. For details, call 292 .’551.
(h I. 10 NoN. 7
II

San Jose Repertory Theatre
American Song

’Presentations
’Displays

*Transparencies

*Charts & Graphs

*Copy From Slides

It
iiiti,
to the legendary Ante’ ican singe] and folk hero Woodie Guthrie
s,I !hes lite III I he 1930s and ’40s as seen through the eyes of "everyday folk." Half-price
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COLOR
COPIES

the copy center

I 295 4336
93 E San Codas St
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I earn a new dance and join in the fun at this special jam session featuring Sevillanas, the
adit tonal dance of Seville. at the holiday Inn. 282 Almaden Blvd. Student dancers and
yoitarists we encouraged to attend. Admission $5 with student II). For more information.
call 721-0354.
Call the San Jose Dins mown Association’s 24 -hour FYI
line for upcoming events at 295-2265, Ext. 48.1. Fur a
free pocket -slit. Downlim n Directory or Fall Money
Saver Coupon Book. call 279-1775.
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*Sales Flyers

8 1" x 11" w’
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Ray Bowles tackles more than just quarterbacks
1.fI do notplay
professional
football,I definetfr
want to become a
DA . . .
Raymond Bowles
Sn Jose State ouuele !met. ker

mother’s home.
He lived with his aunt for the
remainder of his senior year in
high school and first two years in
college. After high school, Bowles
played for San Francisco Community College for two years and
earned a full football scholarship
to SJSU as an outside linebacker
RICK WACHA - SPARTAN DAILY for the Spartans.
When he learned that he was
Ray Bowles takes a breather during the Spartan football game at Wyoming’s War Memorial Stadium. going to be a father, Bowles said
major.
justice
of
administration
and
is
a
Bowles is a outside linebacker for the Spartans
his initial reaction was shock, but
he knew from that day on that he
had a responsibility to his son.
BY NICOLE SIR!
"I knew I had to be with my
’Tartan Daily Stan Writer
son and take care of him:’ Bowles
old when Jaron was born. Becom- football player.
Raymond Bowles rested his ing a father at such a young age
Bowles, a San Francisco native, said.
elbows on his thighs and stared forced Bowles into the adult world led an active teenage life as a high
After Jaron was born, he lived
off into the distance with an of parenthood in a short period of school athlete being raised by his with his mother. Bowles worked
mother in her single-parent part-time during school and fullintense look of concentration.
nine months.
"It was a wild experience being
time in the summer to give as
Now, five years later, his work household.
that young, and I didn’t know how and determination to provide a
He had plenty of friends and a much support possible to his son.
to respond when it happened," he happy life for his son has driven very close family. But at 16 years He spent any spare time he had
said.
Bowles to pursue his college edu- of age, Bowles and his mother with his son and with his family
Bowles, a senior at SJSU, was cation as an administration of jus- began to grow apart and eventual- and friends who were very supremembering the birth of his son, tice major, as well as the possibili- ly their problems snowballed portive of him.
Jaron. Bowles was only 16 years ty of becoming a professional enough for him to move out of his
His effort and hard work finally

Football player combines sport with fatherhood, school
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Science
passion
fantasy books are our specialty hut
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Sale Ends Friday
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the "Swamp" (don’t ask) on my way
Aim, when 1 bumped into a friend of
,Po into this bar where we proceeded to
had art homework and it was happy
ursday." A few drinks later we met up
!nds who dropped in to take advantage
in’t have .my homework either. What’s
s - if you have little or no homework.
3 be had downtown. It’s just a short

Outside Linebacker Coach
Larry Petrill feels absolutely confident that Bowles will be successful
in anything he does in the future.
"In the three years Ray has
been here, he has grown up a
tremendous amount and he works
very hard:’ Petrill said. "He has a
very strong desire to be successful."
Bowles’ ultimate goal is to get
his college degree. He is prepared
to continue with his schooling to
become a district attorney if his
football career does not pan out.
"If I do not play professional
football, I definitely want to
become a DA, and if that means
more school, than it means more
school:’ he said.
In the past five years, Bowles
and his mother have mended their
differences and she has become
proud of her son’s accomplishments.
Although he regrets the years
of bad feelings between them,
Bowles is very happy they are
friends again.
Spare time is very limited for
Bowles because of the football
season, but he spends as much
time as he can with his son. He
finds full-time work every summer to save money needed to support Jaron.
Bowles feels very happy and
content with his life and is grateful
for his son.
"I am very proud that I
brought my son into the world
and I would never want my life to
be any different:’ he said.

Professional Service/Repair, Clot lung ;Ind Accessories

San Jose Live’

4TH
STH

paid off for Bowles when SJSU’s
Defensive Coordinator Donnie
Rea recruited him as an outside
linebacker for the Spartan football
team.
Although he was fully aware of
Bowles’ responsibilities as a father,
Rea felt Bowles would be a successful student and athlete.
"It didn’t concern me that he
had a son because I have a good
relationship with San Francisco’s
coach:’ Rea said. "We talked about
Ray’s situation a lot, and I knew he
was very dedicated’
Bowles proved his dedication
in the three years at SJSU.
In 1991 he earned First Team
All Big West Conference as a linebacker, was twice named Big West
defensive player of the game and
was an honorable mention All
American selection in Detroit’s
"Football News" magazine.
Looking back on the past five
years of his life, Bowles is grateful
that he had the support of his
grandparents and aunt.
He admits that he worried
about being able to continue his
education and provide for his son
while at the same time pursuing
his passion for football.
Bowles realizes that with an
education he has a better opportunity to offer his son more than
he can provide him now.
"It turned out that my whole
situation made me really thrive
for an education and to be successful," Bowles said. "I want to
give my son the things I couldn’t
give him when he was younger:’

k

Take a break from the books and come to
the party at San Jose bye, where Thursdays
are College Nights:
Tricycle Races, Human Bowling, Human Darts
"
and more in America’s Original Sports Bar
Modern Rock Dance Party
ty\
Singing Wars in Ltl’ Ditty’s
(1%P
Plus, door miss Happy Hour Monday through Friday from 5-7pm,
Datiry,,
The
goes),
Bladder Busters on Tuesdays (25¢ drafts ill somebody
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Graffiti: Questions raised after officer fails to file report

TProtect the First Amendment

From page)

AICHT CHOICE
... FOR FRATERNITIES & SORORITIES.

110 Paso
_
San
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Ce9511ri

(408) 9984121 (Aa.:224true:41:iragiu

Has this happened to you?
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Lowe would not speculate why
Officer Iran was about to clean
the bathroom wall, an act outside
his regular duties. Iran was not
allowed by UPD to comment on
the incident.
The district attorney’s office
said it will not prosecute the case
even though the graffiti was motivated by bias, said Anastasia
Steinberg, coordinator of the
hate-crime unit for Santa Clara
County district attorney’s office.
"The bottom line is that the
officers were right:’ Lowe said.
The district attorney must
prove that the crime was motivated by hatred of a person’s race,
color, religion, ancestry, national
origin, disability, gender or sexual

I

CELEBRATE HOMECOMING WEEK
OCT.5 - OCT.10
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orientation, Lowe said.
Johnson said gay bashing is on
the rise nationally.
"Allowing death threats, no
matter what form they take, to
remain on university property
only encourages a hostile and discriminatory environment," Johnson said.
Ted Comerford, co-president
of SJSU’s Gay, Bisexual and Lesbian Alliance, said the UPD’s
reluctance to take a report reflected a greater problem. (iPD would
react differently if Swastikas and
"Death to Jews" were written on
the wall, he said.
"We’re invisible Comerford
said. "They don’t understand that
GALA is a target for hate crimes:’
The act of writing homophobic
graffiti, be it threatening or intim-

0

Heald can guarantee
you will graduate on time!

Heald College

ALL SJSU IMPRINTED CLOTHING,
GIFT ITEMS, PENS, PENCILS, PAD
HOLDERS, BINDERS, CALENDARS
AND SPIRAL NOTEBOOKS.

IMPERIAL, Pa. (AP)
Ground crews for USAir, the
nation’s
sixth-largest
airline,
walked off the job Monday in a
dispute over job security, canceling
flights for thousands of people.
Flight attendants voted to
honor the picket lines, which
sprouted at dawn at airports
around the country, including
USAir hubs in Charlotte, N.C.,
and Pittsburgh, where 28 strikers
were arrested. Airline pilots said

Spartan Bookstore Hours:

1-800-950-0559

Monday - Thursday 8:00-7:00 Friday 8:00-5:00
Saturday 1GAME DAY) 10:00-5:00
924-1800

Aid

be specific in that the intended
victim must be somehow identified, and the threats must be
immediate, said deputy distinct
attorney Steinberg.
"There must be assaultive
definitely vandalism
behavior
and definitely motivated by
hatred," Steinberg said.
According to Steinberg, the
county prosecutes a little less than
one hate crime a month.
"While the number of hate
crimes is not tremendously high
compared to other crimes, it is
too high for us," Steinberg said.
"We have to look at each situation independently:’ she said.
"In a hate-crime, if you see a
bruise, then it’s assault and battery:’ Steinberg said.
"But it is very difficult to tell
what a suspect is thinking. It is
even more difficult to convince a
jury."

USAir ground crews walked off the job
Monday, flights cancelled for thousands

*NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNTS.
LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND"

684 II I

A nonprofit college accredited by the
Western Association of Schools and Colleges
A.A.S. Degree Job Placement Seln ICC,/

idating, on the walls of public
bathrooms doesn’t meet the criteria for a hate crime, Lowe said.
"We still think it is a serious
issue," he said.
"Where does the issue cross
over from freedom of speech and
that of a hate crime?" Lowe asked.
UPD does not make a habit of
patrolling bathroom walls, he
said.
Lowe said graffiti is a common
occurrence on campus and added
that UPD could spend most its
time just filing vandalism reports
for graffiti.
Hate crimes are difficult to
prosecute, according to Lowe,
because they deal with violating a
person’s right of freedom of
speech and proving the motivation of a crime.
The vandalism doesn’t fall
under the hate-crime provisions
for two reasons: the threats must

they would continue to work.
USAir said three-quarters of its
2,600 daily departures were taking
off and other carriers were accepting stranded passengers.
But some travelers forced to
find other ways home didn’t have
much sympathy for the strikers.
"Look at that. Canceled, canceled, canceled. Every 15 minutes
it changes," said Philadelphiabound Sherry Parisi, who was
stuck in Charlotte with her sisterin-law, Janice Graf.
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World Events
Political
almanac
WASHINGTON (AP) - Bill
Clinton’s campaign is dismissing
as a "bizarre fantasy" Rep. Robert
Dornan’s claim that the Democratic nominee was a guest of the KGB
during a trip to Moscow more
than 20 years ago.
Dornan, R-Calif., has made a
number of speeches on the House
floor in recent days about Clinton’s
trip to Moscow while he was a
Rhodes scholar at Oxford in 1970.
In an interview, Dornan alleged
that the KGB drove Clinton
around in a limousine to encourage him to lead anti-Vietnam War
demonstrations.
Clinton adviser Paul Begala,
appearing on a C-SPAN call-in
show, called the allegations "just
another bizarre fantasy from Bob
Dornan."
Meanwhile, Newsweek reported
that State Department officials had
found several pages missing from
Clinton’s passport file, and the FBI
was investigating.
The magazine said several
media outlets had filed Freedom of
Information Act requests for the
tile and were investigating an
unsubstantiated rumor that Clinton considered applying for citizenship in some other country to
avoid the draft.
Clinton campaign spokeswoman Avis Lavelle and Bush
spokeswoman Tone Clarke both
said they had no information
about the pages reported missing
from Clinton’s file.
Bush campaign spokesman
Tony Mitchell, asked Sunday about
Dornan’s assertion, said he didn’t
"know whether there is any foundation to that claim’
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0 Gorbachev fined
for refusing to
testify in court
MOSCOW (AP) - Former Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev was fined
100 rubles (32 cents) for refusing to testify at Constitutional Court hearings Monday, Court Chairman Valery Zorldn said.
On Friday, the court banned Gorbachev from traveling abroad for refusing
to appear at the trial, which will decide
the fate of the Communist Party he led
from 1985 until August 1991.
According to the ITAR-lass news
agency, Gorbachev will be called again on
Wednesday to testify before the court,
which is trying to determine the legality
of Russian President Boris Yeltsin’s ban
on the Communist Party after the failed
August 1991 coup.
Gorbachev has called the trial a farce
and says it is divisive for the country.
"I would not say anything, even if I
were led there in handcuffs:’ Gorbachev
said in August.
In a resolution last week, the court
warned Gorbachev that "it is his duty to
heed the court’s summons:’ The court
said that "as a Russian Federation citizen,
he has no right to evade the law:’
In an interview with the daily lzvestia
on Friday, Russian Justice Minister Nikolai Fyodorov said the court has the right
to bring in witnesses by force.

Former entertainer
Benny Hill’s grave
vandalized
SOUTHAMPTON, England (AP) The grave of comedian Benny Hill was
vandalized over the weekend, Southampton police said Monday.
Police spokeswoman Philippa Kent
said a passer-by found Hill’s grave open
and a plank of his coffin missing.

"We don’t know if anything was taken,
but the body was untouched," Kent said.
Press Association, Britain’s national
news agency, reported that police believe
the people who desecrated the grave were
looking for jewelry, rumored to have
been buried with the body.
Ms. Kent said police did not know why
someone would tamper with Hill’s grave
at Hollybrook Cemetery. It has been
sealed with a concrete slap to prevent further vandalism, she said.
Hill, who is buried beside his parents,
died in April from a heart attack at age
67. He was a lifelong bachelor and one of
Britain’s wealthiest stars.
He made his name in British television
in the 1950s and won cult status in the
United States in the 1980s with his saucy
jokes. Critics accused him of sexism and
vulgarity.

0 Bangladesh
embarks on antirat campaign

e Titles of honor
terminated for
Australians

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no clam for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implkiel. The
classified column of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
aid offerings ate not approved or
veiled by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
BUILD OUR BUSINESS IN YOUR
native land without leaving home.
Will train. Well capitalized. Many
countries to choose. Call 1-8004849991 ext. 7500 for preview
nformation. DNA International
AIEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visas, teeth cleaned and
x rays - no charge.
SAVE MONEY and sour TEETH
Erral cowl
For brcchure see
A.S. Office or Call 8006553225.
HAD A UFO experience that’s
never been reported? Confidential.
Write GM 400, 65 Washington St.
Santa Clara CA 95050. 7496770.
$5.000,000. MEDICAL /HEALTH
Insurance cover age far students
thru Blue Cross of Calrforma.
Rates as low as $22. per month.
Also available are:
Pregnancy plan &
Dental plan.
1133 Saratoga Ave, Seri Jose.
(408) 252-7300
WANTED:
PSYCHOLOGY VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 hours per week
as a Cornminity Frierd, pariding
social support to those who
endure mental Wass. We Iran.
408 4360606.
AFRICAN CONNECTION
BOOILSTORE
Books, magazines, tapes and
inigue gift items
Hours: Tues. thru Fri. 16 pen.
Sat., 10 - 6 pm. & Sun. 11 4 pm.
463 S. Bascom Ave. San Jose.
4082793342
OPEN BIBLE. THE ACTS OF THE
sinful nature are obvious: sexual
mmorality, impurity and debauchery, idolatry & witchcraft hatred.
discoid. jealousy, fits of rage, selfish amberon. dissensions, factiore
& enn, drunkeness, orgies, & the
like. I warn you, as I did before.
that dose who Ike Ike this will na
inherit the kiredcfn of God. But the
fruit of the spelt is love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, faithfulness,
gentleness, and self-control.
Aganst such things there is no law.
S. Chit P.O. Box 160315, Cupertt
no, CA 95016.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO QUOTE. CALL 248-2181.
No cost or obligation.
Good darer rate available,
with minenum of 3 years
&Wei experience.
Hours Mon. thru Rt. 9 5.
Sat by appointment. Call after
hours at 3770529. Ask for Join.
Allstate Insirance.

83 VW Rab. 70k mi. 2 dr. hatch,
Ions good. $1150/obo. Great sch.
car. 2951862 awn. 610 pm only.

EARN 81,500 WEEKLY mailing our,
circulars? Begin now? Free pezket1
SEYS, Dept 15, Box 4000,
Cordova, TN. 3E10184000.
SANDWICH MAKERS/PREP./117.
Hr. P.T. days, M - F. Apply 2:00 3:00 pm. 848 N. Flrst St. Santee.
SHIP/REC. P/T, SOME HEAVY
lifting, forklift, goal communication
skills, mechanical ability a plus.
Near SJSU. Lisa: 4082751784.
HEALTH AWiRTNESS MINDED
marker)* and management
assistants needed to help with
expansion? Will train. Part time &
full time. (408) 3659026.

@ American, Russian
officials sign joint
space agreement
MOSCOW (AP) - American and
Russian officials signed a joint agreement
Monday that will put cosmonauts on a
U.S. space shuttle and an astronaut on the
Mir space station in the next three years.
The United States and Soviet Union
cooperated on the manned Apollo-Soyuz
space flight in 1975, in which spacecraft
from the two countries docked in orbit.
But Russians and Americans have never
flown as crew members aboard the
other’s spacecraft.
The deal calls for putting a Russian
cosmonaut aboard a U.S. space shuttle in
November 1993 and an American astronaut aboard the Mir space station for an
estimated 90-day mission in 1995 and
was worked out by Presidents Bush and
Boris Yeltsin during their June summit in
Washington.

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
NOW HIRING
Full & Part True Positions
Throughout Silicon VaNey
To $7.50 per hour
(Dependng an expecience)
GRAVEYARD/WEEKEND
AVAILABILITY A PLUS
Agg* 8 an. - 4 pre.
Monday - Friday
American Protective Services
2041 Mission College Blvd.
Suite 150, Santa Clara
EOE M/F/H/V since 1944.

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Savioe
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 sears
"Great Rates for GOOd Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Wirers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student’
-Family Attica"
CALL. TODAY
COUNSELORS 8 SUPERVISORS.
2965270
Need p/t energetic self -motivated
FREE QUOTE
people to work in community
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGATION
based residential programs for
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
adults w/ autism. $6. -7./hr. Suer.
CHEAP! FBI / U.S. SEIZED pos. reqs. mini yr exp. 4483953.
89 Mercedes
$200.
$7.00 PER HOUR ABS
861W
$50.
8 hair shifts /Part or Fultene
87 Mercedes .......
....... ...$100.
DAY, SWING OR GRAVE SHIFTS
65 Mustang,
$25.
Excellent benefits. We tan.
Choose from thousands start $25.
No experience necessary,
Information.
FREE
WEEKLY PAY
24 Hour Hotline.801-379-2929
Credit mon
Copyright V CA2915.1C
Speaal jobs to 18.50 per hour.
Apply: 8 an. -5 pm. Monday Friday
Vangusad Security %Moss
GREEK
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
Faanzarry / SORORITY PS. Near 101 at San Tomas & Olcott
Chp this notice
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
We insure mote fraternities 8,
*Teachers & Substitutes.
soferities than any bcal insurance
*Medical / Dental Benefits.
broker. If you have had difficulty
’Sick & Vacation Pay.
obtanirg ccrnpetrthe liability
’Employee Childcare Credit.
and property coverages,
’Employee Referral Bonus.
call (408) 252.7300.
Now hirbg for before arid after
school age child care programs
and preschcol programs.
HELP WANTED
Minimum 12 ibits ECE
Cash
daily.
or related course work
OFF CAMPUS delivery.
Own car & Ins. 1 to 2 hrs./day. (i.e. elementary Ed. or recreation).
Flex hrs. Redes Campus Flowers. Also hrng aedential students or
equivalent to wale In our titivate
Call 9241838 or stop by shop.
elementary as instructional ads.
THE OPORTUNITY OF THE 9011 We are offerre FT. PT, split shifts
and flex hours for students.
Expanding a business in Northern
Call (406) 257-7326
California. Waking independently
fries ntavievr
fuli One or parttrne wIth unlimited
or father nformation.
income potential. Products are
statedtheart if intemsted, please
call (415)51 35509.
$200.- $500. WEEKLY
Assemble products at home.
TEACHER: PHYSICAL EDUCATION Easy! No selling You’re paid drect
and motor development for
Fully guaranteed.
children 2 12 years old. Expert FREE Information 24 har hoer*.
ence and car required. Call Dave
801-3792600.
with Gymsters: 4032538729.
Copyright V CA29KINI.
EARN SUBSTANTIAL INCOME on
a parttime basis. HO Ober wet*
loss program. Perfect for dorm
living Call Gayle at 7797896.

and pesticides to kill rats, and offers
rewards for those who catch them. Each
rat tail fetches 14 cents. People who make
more than 10,000 kills get a color TV.

DHAKA, Bangladesh (AP) - With
slogans like "Blessed are those who kill
rats" and "Kill them wherever you find
them:’ the government on Monday began
another campaign against rats Bangladesh’s public enemy No. I.
"Let’s unite to kill rats and save food
grains:’ demonstrators shouted, marching through Dhaka, waving bamboo
sticks with dead rats nailed on them.
The pests eat 450,000 tons of rice in
fields and granaries every year, depriving
3 million people of food, the government
says. Bangladesh, which has an annual
per capita income of only $175, produces
about 19 million tons of rice a year but is
forced to import 1.4 million tons to feed
its 1 1 1 million people.
Nobody knows how many rats are in
the country. But the government says a
single breeding pair can produce up to
3,000 offspring in a year.
"They are dangerous:’ said Rahima
Khatoon of the Agriculture Ministry.
The government employs cats, traps

CANBERRA, Australia (AP) - Two
centuries of tradition formally ceased
Monday when Britain’s Queen Elizabeth
and Prime Minister Paul Keating agreed to
end knighthoods and other royal honors
for Australians.
For generations, federal and state governments have recommended to British
monarchs that they bestow titles plus a
range of orders and medals on selected
citizens.
Politicians, businesspeople, bureaucrats, sporting champions, military officers, expert specialists, charity workers
and entertainers were regular recipients of
imperial honors, known also as "gongs".
In 1975 the Labor government of former prime minister Gough Whitlam
introduced an alternative indigenous
Order of Australia honors system.
Since then, rutst state and federal governments have adhered exclusively to the
Australian honors.
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GREEKS & CLUBS, RAISE A COOL
$1,000.00 in just one week! Plus
$1,000. for the member who calls?
And a free headphone rude yet for
calk* 18009320528, ext. 65.
DELIVERY DRIVERS & CASHIERS
DAY & EVENING SHIFTS AVAIL.
Gcod pay? Must be reliable and
had ivcrieng, Apply in person.
Pasta Mia Restaurant
2565 N. Frst St. a call 43573013.
COPY MACHINE OPERATOR 3 - 4
hays per day. Your ocaivenlenee.
Cat Joe 727-2318.
$16.00 PER HOUR SALARY
Telemarketing / Canvassrig.
Lawn aeration.
Weekends & Evenings.
Start Saluda( - Pad Monday.
(408) 7324443

Perfect Part-True Job.
Tied of flipping burgers?
Fast growee high tech on.
looking for hi energy sales
talent Salary + commission. Cat
Joseph 408-752-7700
INDIAN WELLS WATER Company
Processors, Perron, and
Purveyors of Pure Water.
POP SYSTEMS HAS JOB opera.
in high-tech computer industry. Call
(408) 944-0301 for interest in
a full-time account executive or
part-time shipping / receking de*
position.Excellent opportunity
for marketing majors or any
graduating senior.
POSTAL IOU AVAILABLEI
Many positions. Great benefits.
Cal 18003333737 ext. P3310.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
- fisherses. Earn $600.+/week at
canneries or $4,000.+/month on
fishing boats. Free transportation?
Room & board! Over 8,000 open
ings. Male a female. Get a head
For
start on
tnnext
emsummed
yolpm
e
program call 1-206-545ext.
4155
46041.

HOUSING
WILLOW GARDENS APTS.
Minutes from San Jose State.
Spacious 2 bedroorn apts. with 2
full baths. Ideal for students and
roommates. Swimming pool,
saunas, weight room and clubhouse. Quality hang at a reasonable rate. Ask for student discount
1750 Stokes St. (406) 996.0300.

LARGE CLEAN QUIET"
MASTER BDRMS, 2 full baths, 6
2 bdmi./2 bath. Gate] garage.
closets. 2 blocks from SJSU.
Underground parking, laundry $690. 529 S. 1011193. 9858098.
MOM, BBQ area, pool table, ping
pong table. Free cable TV. TIRED OF UVING ON CAMPUS?
148 E. William SL Move in bonus! Enjoy garden style apartment Rag
Cal Cindy at 9470803.
with low rents and low deposres
10 minutes from SJSU campus
NOW RENTING! 2 III:MM./2 BA.
11MBERWOOD APARTMENTS
spacious apartments starting at
5766800.
$700. per month. Security gate.
Off street parking. Call Dan at LOOKING FOR A FEMALE
295-5256 or cane by State House toornmate to live with a handiApts. caner of 11th and William.
capped man as a personal companion. If you are interested, call
THE ROOMMATE SERVICE
Bnan at 2982308 after 4 pm.
Laigest selection.
Low Cost
Fast results.
SERVICES
3410 Stevens Creek WI.
Open Mon.- Sat., 11 urn. 7 pm. %WRING & RESEARCH Services.
241-5510
Term paper & thesis preparation
and assistance All SUbleCIS. QUdll
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
had writers on every topic. Editng.
wrth all electric kitchen, dishwash Re-wring, Resumes. ESL students
et, an conditioning. gated covered
welcomed. Work guaranteed.
parlor* arid on site Landry.
Emergencies a specialty. Fast.
Bright art] any. Quiet nice for staff. satisfactory service. Improve you
grades? (Berkeley) 510841-5036.
OK for two. I dock from campus.
From $670. / month.
Aspen Vintage Tenet. 297-4705.
CASH FOR COLLEGE?!
*Scholarships & financial aid
BRANFIAM/CAMDEN large roan available regardless of grades or
for rent 5325.. dep. Newly rencd. parents income! *Cher 300,000
home, w/d. F. N/S. 978 5466 or scholarships totakg $29 billion!
*Average of 100 soar:es of schol2685876.
arships, fin. aid & gratis in each
40 page word *Call for free info.
780S. 11TH STREET APTS.
1-8009440066 ext 7620.
1 befrrn./lba. $595. 2 bdrm./2 ha.
start $745. Avertable now. Walk or
ride bite to school. Ample parking. STATE FARM SELLS HEALTH INS.
Seared entrarce. Cable TV avail. Operations and hospital rooms
cost a lot mae than you think. Call
Laundry facilities.Remodeled,
roomy & very clean. Call Manager me tcday for details on State Farm
hospital surgical Insurance:
2889157 or leave message.
Judy Duport, 7364204.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC!!
Unwanted hair n3rnosed forever.
Specialist Confidential.
Disposable or yore own probe.
247-7486.
335S. Baywood As. San lose. Ca.
TUITION ASSISTANCE.
$29 B. in ad avadatte.
Free nfamation about saving
money for education.
Ask about our guarantee.
408 2685232 or 800 -7436762
1000’s OF SCHOLARSHIP 555s
available. Recorded message gems
details. (408) 7541418.

WORD PROCESSING
CALL UAOA TODAY!
For expenenced, professional wad
processing Theses, term papers.
group prceacts, etc. All foimats
nduding APA. Quo* return.
Transcription and Fax services
avaiable. Almaden/Branham area.
Phone 264-4504.
PERFECT PAGE PUBLISHING
Resumes, newsletters. logos.
promotoonals, papers, theses.
Student discounts.
"Creative Solubons for Esery
Desktop Publishiree Need."
To 9 pm. (408(997-7055.
I HATE TO TYPE!
If this got your attention,
give yourself a beak.
Let me do ill fa you?
Free pcie to and derisory.
$2.00 per page.
Cal Jule at: 9988354.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Word Processing! Theses, term
papers, Nursing & group prcsects,
resumes, letters. manusapts. etc.
Word Perfect 5.1, HP Laser Jet. Al
formats plus APA. Speen& punctu
aton and grammar assistance. All
work guaranteed! Sane $85 with
Referral Discounts! For worryfree,
dependable, and pronipt service,
cal PAM 247-2681(8 a.m6 p.m).
WORD PROCESSING
Oserwherned by reports
to be typed?
RELAX & LEAVE THE TYING TO ME.
&
Graduate undergrad. Resumes,
teen papers, theses, letters. etc.
24 hoes turnaround on most work.
Appointment necessary.
Call Arm:
972-49o2
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Peooessing Term Papers
Theses Graduate Walt. APA &
Turabiai Desktop Pubtishing,
Grapho Design & Layout.
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
V. I. P. GmbH,
Near Oaloidge Mall
3639254.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers / the
ses our specialty. Laser pnnting.
Free spell check and storage.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Vagnia 40132510449.
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Future Fliers: Kids get close-up look at flying gear
Ham page I

coming Week.
Sandy Stewart, an occupational
therapy major at SJSU, said the
Student Occupational Therapy
Association was on hand to "display some adaptive equipment for
physical disabilities." Redesigned
knives and forks were some of the
equipment on display.
"We’re trying to get people to
know what occupational therapy
is about because some people
confuse it with physical therapy:’
said Gina Perea, an occupational
therapy major.
Stewart said occupational therapists help people with physical
disabilities manage everyday life
at home, at work and at play
working "to help people get back

dents, parents and alumni.
"They’re interested,"
said
Navy Lt. Will Hudson and his Richard LeClair, SJSU professor
partner, standing near a Navy of aviation. "They have questions
plane flown in from its base in to ask, and we’ll try to answer
Oakland, "brought the plane them."
LeClair also showed how the
down to show it off" He said they
are trying to encourage students subsonic wind tunnel works.
Displays of propellers, jet
"to become pilots for the Navy"
and to get the kids excited about engines and gas turbines were
the planes. "I was (excited about open for all to see. In addition to
planes) when I was a boy" Hud- displays put on by the aviation
department, information, disson said.
There were also several exhibits plays and demonstrations were
to keep "big kids" entertained. provided by other departments
Demonstrations of the supersonic within SJSU’s College of Applied
wind tunnel, which can handle up Sciences and Arts as well.
The open house was hosted by
to Mach 3.5 or nearly four times
the speed of sound, brought many SJSU’s College of Applied Sciquestions from groups of stu- ences and Arts to launch Home-

Country music sells to crowd
that used to strut to rock ’n roll
program director at WYNY-FM Bakersfield, Calif.
STAMFORD, Conn. (AP)
Another obvious sign m koun
On the dance floor at Boppers in New York, a station that
nightclub sits the sawed-off front switched from adult contempo- try’s new popularity is the numend of a 1956 Buick, around rary music to country in 1987 and ber of nightclubs that have quietly
which dancing waitresses usually now has an audience of more than transformed themselves into
strut their stuff to Elvis, the Beat- 1 million in New York, Connecti- country music dance halls. Here,
would-be cowboys pull up in
cut and New Jersey.
les and the Rolling Stones.
The phenomenal popularity of BMWs and Volvos to dance the
But on this night, the car can
music cannot be Achy Breaky (Heart), the lush
barely be seen through the crowd country
of urban cowboys wearing Stetson explained through record sales Push or the Texas two-step.
"You get a lot of people coming
hats, cowboy boots, oversized belt alone.
Videos also have helped coun- in with their business suits one
buckles and faded jeans.
In this one-time bastion of try move into the mainstream. week and then the next week
rock ’n’ roll, country music is sud- The number of country videos you’ll see the same guy coming in,
denly cool.
has exploded to about 2,700, from but he’ll be wearing a cowboy hat
The club’s weekly transforma- a library of just 120 in 1983, when and boots:’ says Todd Kunesh,
tion into a country and western The Nashville Network and who last November converted The
dance hall reflects the growing Country Music Television pre- Hop, a rock ’n’ roll nostalgia club
popularity of country music miered on cable. Today, TNN has in Riverside, Calif., into the Riveracross the nation, especially in the about 58 million subscribers, side Cowboy.
Northeast, where not too long ago while CMT reaches about 17 milMany attribute country’s resuradmitting you liked country lion households.
gence to a new breed of young artists
music was like admitting your
Since 1980, the number of who have changed the image of counfavorite sport is professional radio stations with country music try over the last five years.
wrestling.
formats has grown from about
Artists such as Clint Black,
Now, on a typical Wednesday 1,500 to nearly 2,500 nationwide.
Vince Gill, Travis Tritt and others
night, 200 to 300 people from
Country stations are No. 1 in have drawn millions of young lisConnecticut and New York sub- cities as diverse as Seattle, Chica- teners by fusing rock and folk with
urbs make their way to Boppers to go, Dallas, Phoenix, Kansas City, traditional country for a sound
listen to the Nashville sound and Orlando, Fla., Buffalo, N.Y., and that 1, iften called "new country."
learn the latest country dances.
There are secretaries, truck dri,
vers and plumbers here. But there
I4:
are also accountants, lawyers and
corporate executives who leave
their business suits at work and
put on their best pair of jeans t(,
kick up their heels to Garth
Brooks, Alan Jackson or Billy
Cyrus.
"Most of the people I know
who like it say it’s the only musk
they can listen to and understand
the words" says Christine
Marchell, a 39-year-old New York
financial analyst who sipped white
wine as she listened to a country
band called Little Texas.
"As soon as I admitted 1 liked
country music, I was amazed at
the number of people who said
WrLh over 21 bus lines stopping within a 5 minute walk to
they liked it too:’ Marchell says.
campus, there is a good chance that you could get to school
Once anathema among baby
without the hassles of driving. We can show you the Way.
boomers weaned on rock ’n’ roll.
Why not give it a try?
country is becoming the music of
’11) get started call 924-RIDE or visit us in WSQ 115.
choice for many members of the
Woodstock generation.
Ye,u’ll he glad you did.
Sales of country albums iii the
United States have more than
doubled in the past four years,
Your alternative transportation solution
going from $425 million in 1988
ty o4. 41.Y11 01/..
million
in
than
$979
to more
1991.
Although rock still dominates
the music industry with just over
36 percent of total sales, the most
significant growth over the last
Assocooled Students
two years has been in country
Program Board pre,prth
music, which has jumped to 12.5
percent of total sales.
Last year, Garth Brooks made
musk history when his "Ropin’
The Wind" album sold 5 million
copies within three months of its
release. The album debuted in thi.
3243:71:311-E-7.1fF
No. 1 slot on Billboard’s Top 200
Album Chart, a first for a count r
ornnomi
woo
to
ot
amot
artist.
And so far this year. 46 country
albums have gone gold, platinum
and multiplatinum, each selling
between 500,000 and 2 million
14
copies or more.
.SZI:
m.
owl
So why has country suddenly.
=
become hip, even in the staid
Northeast, where country still
evokes images of pickup trucks,
Win Morrissey & B -52’s Tickets!
lice Haw and standin’ by your
October 7
1
man?
rerirei ’ :41; ’
$2.50, Student Union
"The songs aren’t about Ii tick
Ballroom, 9pm Only
drivers anymore. They’re not tear
in -your-beer songs. They’re not
A
1,ne 14U13) 9/46/6
cowboy songs. They’re just songs
about lifer says Johnny Michaels,
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to the activities of daily living"
Career and educational information was also provided by the
departments of nutrition and
food science, technology, nursing,
health science, human performance and hospitality management. Also on hand were Army
ROTC, Air Force ROTC and the
Explorers, a coed division of the
Boy Scouts for 14- to 21 -yearolds.

Awards
From page 1
ship positions will be determined
by the beginning of the semester,
he said.
The students can apply for any
position, Van Beek said, but it’s
best to "match party affiliations,
geographic areas and overall feelings for the office:’ The student
makes the final decision, he said.
Students receive six semester
hours of credit, Gerston said. The

l’\
11 dig call Put (mill
the Student Union, h wit thi
put podzets in thoc

.1*

ltcliiiigto,cit \ lur hands on s(
(.1511 ;reat Western
Rank I hi, ail AI NI in the parking lot 11\ the student Union.
It operates 2.1 hours a day, 7days a week It accept,’ any ATM
card that bears a CIRRUS: STAR 1\1 1
or 1’1 IS svnibol
There’s no charge when you use a (tilt Western Rank ATM
card at our ATMs. lo get your card sniii)ly open a
.tccount with us. Great \ esternWell always be there

checg,

GREAT WESTERN BANK
Associated Students

HOMECOMING
A Classic Tradition
Today:
Carnival / Club Day
9am -3 pm The dirt lot on the
corner of 7th and San Carlos will
be transformed into a Carnival
with the help of campus
organizations. Win a new SJSU
sweatshirt or a gift certificate at the
Associated Students leisure Services
raffle at 1:00 PM. Play the Carnival
to try and win SJSU prizes and date
books.
At noon the American Dream
Comedy Team from Pier 39 will
perform at center stage so stop by
and win a prize?
Tickets are only 254 or 5 for a
dollar?

Tomorrow:
Noon Concert
Check out Monks of Doom in the
Ampitheatre. This band consists of
ex Camper Van Beethoven members.
Food Bazaar
9am - 3:30pm Once again the
dirt lot on Seventh and San Carlos
will be transformed! This time into a
festive area filled witf. foods from
around world.
Movie Night
Come watch Pink Floyd’s The Wall at
9:00 PM in Morris Daily Auditorium?
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interns may be working in the
executive or the legislative branch,
for interest groups and lobbyists,
or for the press, Van Beek said.
Students will regularly meet
key administrators and elected
officials, Gerston said.
Past interns wrote legislative
bills, testified before committees
and gained hands-on experience,
Van Beek said.
The experience looks good on
the rØsumØ and provides great
opportunities and "the realization
that government is also positive"
he said.

For More information 924-6240
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